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About This Game

Spellstone is a fantasy card game with beautiful hand-drawn art and rich lore! Collect hundreds of striking cards to battle
through a compelling story to unravel the mystery of the Void.

Heroes, creatures, monsters, demons, animals, and more are brought to life with a stunning hand-painted style.
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Capture Spellstones to unleash ancient and powerful creatures! However, there is dark magic at work on the island. Will you
become a Hero or be consumed by the Void?

Designed for desktop players, Live Multiplayer PVP adds a new layer of competition to the world of Spellstone! And follow the
world of Spellstone through a series of special stories and other events too, with branching tales and powerful treasures.

Do you have what it takes to rise to the top of the Bounty Hunter charts? Battle players around the world for huge bonuses,
powerful unlocks, and bragging rights.

Three factions of heroes and creatures to battle and control. Do you favor the Powerful Wyld, Nimble Aether, or Fiery
Chaos?
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Hundreds different creatures to collect, upgrade and fuse!

Master powerful card skills to win an edge over your opponents.

Battle thousands of other users around the world to prove who is the best!

96 levels and 7 levels of mastery with endless player rewards for each.

Hundreds of hand-drawn character cards that evolve as they become more powerful!
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Title: Spellstone
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Synapse Games
Publisher:
Kongregate
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Russian
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The feels are real.. Fun, good gameplay, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing difficult. 10\/10 will break my keyboard again. Highly
reccomend playing this with an NES controller because you can.. This platformer is a lot of fun and really captures that old
school feel without trying too hard. Good soundtrack as well. Great game for completionists!. Great new dilemas. Smart Meters
are recommended ASAP!. A very relaxing game with a nice element of challenge.. Aside from all of the bugs reported in 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/556070\/discussions\/0\/152390014800403778\/?ctp=2#c142261352653692443, I would
still recommend this game. It doesn't take very long to come back to the game after you encounter a bug and if you if use the in-
game "exit" button you shouldn't too much of a loss of anything. It does clear the board of mobs and gold when you do come
back and it doesn't run in the "background" so-to-speak as there is now jumps in resources when you return to it.

It is fun tho in seeing how fast you can generate the resources.

Please keep in mind that it is classified as an Early Access Game and that it only was released this past December 2016, so it's
doing really well for a month old playable Alpha.

I would recommend to the author that the skills be randomly dispersed per world, you can keep their occurrence sequence the
same but make them be further apart, to give us a reason for the land expansion. Also with the first world they should be a
minimum of 500 blocks apart, that way there is an incentive to at least 4 life exchanges to get to the farthest one. Also add more
and then make is decide which ones to keep when we find them.

Oh, and despite the bugs I did go ahead buy the game after playing the demo, I was hoping the bugs would be fixed in the
regular but they weren't, however, still very fun and if steam had a 5 star system this would easily be a 3.5 star game.. I spent $5
and got at least 20 hours of exactly the sort of team-building setup and minimal input gameplay that I wanted. Highly
recommended.. I can see myself playing this game more and more with it's repayable nature and online leaderboards.
Upgradable ability's are the icing on the cake, although i wish Smash was a online playable game of it's own!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/kZ1MPyQswnc

The graphics are great for what it is, but won't blow your socks off. The price like i say at the end of the video, is one too think
about before purchasing this product. In the short while i have played this (I can't wait to faceoff with the bosses) i would say no
to anyone critical over the pricing of there games. But taking into account it has a online aspect in it's leaderboard i would
assume some of it will go towards the servers keeping track of the scores. I don't know. I have found no reason to give this
anything but a thumbs up and look forward to seeing you on the leaderboards!

. Very nice game. Puzzles are well designed and really mind demandant. Had to crash my brain very often to acomplish the
goals. Really entertaining, I recommend this game.. more bondage than 50 shades of grey
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A very simple game, but addictive with a neat visual style and a decent bit of challenge. Think an infinite runner mixed with the
resource management and map travel of Oregon Trail. I paid $4.79 and feel happy with what I'm getting for the price of a
burger or two.. It should will be update wih achievements, fanny game with non-politic story/
6 ukrainians of 10. Low cost, simple made, short. If you were absorbed in bhob maps, you definitely can regard this. my game
keeps giving me a black screen but says its running but i cann't ply it. It\u2019s a cute, fun game. It has a good history and
interesting characters.
I really enjoyed the romance routes (I\u2019ve played all). Borges really seemed boring in the beginning, but after I\u2019ve
played his route, he became my favorite.

About the status raising, it was a little difficult in the beginning, but at some point I got the hang of it.
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